Abstract-We present a local distributed algorithm that, given a wireless ad hoc network modeled as a unit disk graph U in the plane, constructs a planar power spanner of U whose degree is bounded by k and whose stretch factor is bounded by 1 þ ð2 sin k Þ p , where k ! 10 is an integer parameter and p 2 ½2; 5 is the power exponent constant. For the same degree bound k, the stretch factor of our algorithm significantly improves the previous best bounds by Song et al. We show that this bound is near-optimal by proving that the slightly smaller stretch factor of 1 þ ð2 sin kþ1 Þ p is unattainable for the same degree bound k. In contrast to previous algorithms for the problem, the presented algorithm is local. As a consequence, the algorithm is highly scalable and robust. Finally, while the algorithm is efficient and easy to implement in practice, it relies on deep insights on the geometry of unit disk graphs and novel techniques that are of independent interest.
k ! 10 is an integer parameter and p 2 ½2; 5 is the power exponent constant. For the same degree bound k, the stretch factor of our algorithm significantly improves the previous best bounds by Song et al. We show that this bound is near-optimal by proving that the slightly smaller stretch factor of 1 þ ð2 sin kþ1 Þ p is unattainable for the same degree bound k. In contrast to previous algorithms for the problem, the presented algorithm is local. As a consequence, the algorithm is highly scalable and robust. Finally, while the algorithm is efficient and easy to implement in practice, it relies on deep insights on the geometry of unit disk graphs and novel techniques that are of independent interest.
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INTRODUCTION
A wireless ad hoc network is commonly modeled as a unit disk graph in the 2D euclidian plane. The points of the unit disk graph correspond to the mobile wireless devices and its edges connect pairs of points whose corresponding devices are in each other's transmission range. The network is usually assumed to be homogenous in the sense that all the devices have the same transmission range equal to one unit. Each edge is associated with a power or energy cost to support the corresponding link in the network. The cost is usually assumed to be the euclidian distance between the endpoints raised to some power p, which is a constant in the interval [2, 5] .
Two neighboring points communicate by sending a message through their connecting edge, while distant points communicate through messages relayed by intermediate neighbors. The communication cost between two distant points is the sum of the costs of the edges on the path formed by the intermediate points. A smallest cost path between any pair of points is a path connecting the pair of points that has the smallest energy cost. Energy consumption is a critical issue for (battery-powered) mobile devices, and the primary goal is to construct a backbone topology for the network, useful for routing and other purposes, which is energy efficient.
There are many desirable requirements on this backbone topology. We list some of them below:
. Bounded degree: Because of interference and contention issues, a major requirement on the network topology is that each device maintains links to only a constant number of devices in its transmission range. This will also allow the devices to attenuate their transmission power to levels required to reach the selected devices only. . Planarity: The network topology should be amenable to guaranteed and efficient routing. The folklore "right hand rule" (in face routing), discussed in [1] , is one of many routing rules that require the network to be planar. . Energy efficiency: For each pair of points, the backbone topology should contain a path connecting the two points whose cost is close or equal to the cost of a smallest cost path connecting the pair in the original network. . Scalability/Robustness: The network topology should react to the growth/change in the topology of the underlying network in a graceful and controlled manner. Compared to that of other types of communication networks, the topology of wireless ad hoc networks is highly volatile, changing rapidly and unpredictably due to the movement of points and a possible adverse environment. For example, when points enter/exit the network, or move in the plane, the backbone topology should be maintained without widespread and drastic changes. The requirements on the algorithm constructing the backbone topology is for it to be distributed, simple, and local. The notion of locality has been defined by Linial [2] , Peleg [3] , and Wattenhofer [4] . Intuitively, a distributed algorithm is said to be q-local if the computation at each point of the network depends solely on the initial states/ information of the points at distance at most q from the point (i.e., within q hops from the point). More formally, a distributed algorithm is q-local if it can be simulated to run in at most q synchronous communication rounds for some integer q > 0 [2] , [3] , [4] . A distributed algorithm is called local if it is q-local for some integer constant q. This definition captures the notion that a local distributed algorithm should be free from centralized control. Obviously, a local distributed algorithm is much more desirable for a wireless ad hoc network because it allows each point to perform its operations independently and simultaneously.
The corresponding topology control problem consists therefore of finding a low cost constant degree planar subgraph of the unit disk graph using a local distributed algorithm. This subgraph is referred to as a power spanner of the unit disk graph, and the low cost requirement can be quantified as follows: a subgraph is a power spanner with stretch factor if the cost of the smallest cost path in the subgraph between any pair of points is at most times the cost of the smallest cost path in the original graph itself. The problem of computing efficient topologies for wireless ad hoc networks was extensively studied in various settings (see for instance [5] , [6] , [7] , [8] , [9] , [10] , [11] , [12] , and [13] ). Moreover, Scheideler gives an excellent survey on power spanners and their use in wireless ad hoc networks [14] .
For the problem of constructing power spanners of unit disk graphs, Wattenhofer et al. [13] derived algorithms with arbitrarily small stretch factor but unbounded degree. To bound the degree, their stretch factor needs to be at least 2. Song et al. proposed distributed "localized" algorithms [5] with guarantees on the maximum degree and stretch factors. Given a parameter k > 6, their first algorithm (referred to as OrdYaoGG) computes a power spanner of maximum degree k þ 5 and maximum stretch factor
In their second algorithm (referred to as SYaoGG), given a parameter k ! 9, they obtain a bound of k for the maximum degree and
Even though the aforementioned algorithms were "localized" in the sense that each point only communicates with its neighbors, a close examination shows that these algorithms process the points in some implicit order and require information propagation in the network (see Remark 2.3 for more details). In particular, in these algorithms, the computation of a point may depend on the initial state of points that are far away (more than a constant number of hops away). Therefore, these algorithms are not local distributed algorithms according to the definition given in [2] , [3] , and [4] (described above). In fact, a localized but not local distributed algorithm may not differ much from a centralized algorithm since it can simulate a centralized algorithm by collecting information through propagation and processing it at a certain point/node in the network.
In this paper, we present a local distributed algorithm (referred to as KPX) that constructs a power spanner of a unit disk graph. The backbone/spanner and the algorithm have the following properties:
. Bounded degree: For any parameter k ! 10, the backbone constructed by the algorithm has maximum degree Á ¼ k. . Planarity: The backbone constructed is a planar graph. . Energy efficiency: The stretch factor of the spanner is bounded by
For the same degree bound, this bound on the stretch factor significantly improves the previous best bounds by Song et al. [5] (see Table 1 for a comparison between these bounds). Furthermore, we show that this stretch factor is tight by proving that constructing a power spanner of a unit disk graph with degree bound of k and a stretch factor smaller than ¼ 1 þ ð2 sin kþ1 Þ p is not possible. . Locality: The computation performed by any point in the unit disk graph is solely dependent on the coordinates of the point itself and the coordinates of its neighbors. As a matter of fact, the distributed algorithm for constructing the backbone can be implemented using two synchronous communication rounds, and hence, it is a two-local distributed algorithm. . Simplicity: Although our proofs rely on sophisticated analysis of the geometry of unit disk graphs, the algorithm is very simple and uniform. In particular, the storage space used by each point is proportional to its degree in the graph, and the total number of exchanged messages during the whole computation is proportional to the number of edges in the unit disk graph. . Scalability/Robustness: Due to its local nature, our algorithm is highly scalable and robust. The communication complexity grows as a linear function of the size of the network. When the topology of the underlying network changes, the optimal power spanner can be maintained without affecting the points beyond the vicinity of the changes because the computation performed by any point is solely dependent on the coordinates of the point itself and those of its neighbors. Moreover, for a unit disk graph of n points and m edges, the algorithm exchanges no more than OðmÞ messages and has a local processing time of OðÁ lg ÁÞ ¼ Oðn lg nÞ at a point of degree Á.
This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 reviews the necessary definitions and background. In Section 3, we define the notion of a generalized Gabriel graph of a unit disk graph and prove some structural properties about generalized Gabriel graphs. In Section 4, we define the notion of a canonical path between a pair of points in a generalized Gabriel graph. In Section 5, we present the algorithm. We conclude this paper in Section 7 by comparing our results to the previous results in the literature.
PRELIMINARIES
A wireless network consists of a set of n points in the 2D euclidian plane. Each point has a transmission range of one unit; in other words, two points A and B can transmit to each other if their euclidian distance, denoted by jABj, is at most one unit. It is assumed that each point knows its coordinates through a Global Positioning System (GPS). A unit disk graph U is therefore defined on the n points as follows: for every two points A and B, AB is an edge in U if and only if jABj 1. The edge AB is embedded in the plane as the straight line segment AB. The unit disk graph U is assumed to be connected. The power required to support a link/edge AB in U is commonly assumed to be jABj p , where p is a constant in the interval [2, 5] . Two far apart points A and B communicate through intermediate points that form a simple path A ¼ M 0 ; M 1 ; . . . ; M r ¼ B in U. The energy cost of this path is
Among all paths between A and B, a path in U with the smallest energy cost is defined to be a smallest cost path and we denote its cost as c U ðA; BÞ. A subgraph H of U is a power spanner if there is a constant such that for every two points A, B 2 U we have c H ðA; BÞ c U ðA; BÞ. The constant is called the stretch factor of H. The following lemma is from [5] .
Lemma 2.1 [5] . A subgraph H of graph U has stretch factor if and only if for every edge AB 2 U, c H ðA;BÞ c U ðA;BÞ ¼jABj p .
In this paper, we present an algorithm that constructs a bounded degree planar power spanner of U with a very small power stretch factor . Much of the previous-and our current-work on bounded degree planar power spanners is based on the concepts of Gabriel and Yao subgraphs. We review these concepts next.
The Gabriel subgraph G of a unit disk graph U (embedded in the plane) is obtained by removing every edge AB 2 U such that there is a point M 2 U, M = 2 fA; Bg, with jMAj 2 þ jMBj 2 jABj 2 , i.e., M is contained in the closed disk of diameter AB [15] . The following properties were shown in [5] : Proposition 2.2 [5] . Let U be a unit disk graph and let G be the Gabriel subgraph of U:
The power stretch factor of G is 1.
4.
If AB is an edge in U, then AB 2 G if and only if for every point M in U the angle ffAMB in the interior of triangle 4AMB is acute.
The Yao subgraph [16] with integer parameter k > 6 of a plane graph is constructed by repeating the following step for every point M: k equally separated rays out of M are arbitrarily defined, and k closed cones of size 2=k are thus created; then, in each cone, the shortest edge MN inside the cone (if any) is chosen and added to the Yao subgraph. 1 Remark 2.3. Song et al. [5] applied a Yao subgraph construction to a Gabriel graph G. In order to bound the maximum degree, they first (implicitly) oriented the edges of the Gabriel graph G (using the classical acyclic orientation of a planar graph) so that every point in G has in-degree at most 5. Then, they applied the above Yao step to every point of G but to the outgoing edges only. The subgraph G 0 thus obtained has then maximum degree k þ 5. This graph orientation requires the points in the network to be processed in a certain global order, and hence, their algorithm is not a local distributed algorithm. Furthermore, the graph orientation results in the "þ5" issue in the degree bound.
In this paper, we overcome the above hurdles by developing a simple, uniform, and local distributed algorithm through a set of novel techniques. We start first by introducing the notion of a generalized Gabriel graph.
GENERALIZED GABRIEL GRAPHS
Let U be a unit disk graph and let p 2 ½2; 5 be a constant. The function f measures the value jMAj p þ jMBj p for an arbitrary point M ¼ ðx; yÞ on L. It can be verified by the interested reader that f 00 ðxÞ is nonnegative, and hence, f is a convex function. This implies that for any two points C and D, and any point M on the line segment CD, the value of f at M does not exceed both values of f at C and D. (4) is negative. This shows that, for a fixed value y, cosðÞ increases with x. Noting that 0 , it follows from all the previous facts that the largest value for cosðÞ, and hence the smallest value for , is attained when
In this case, we have
By studying the variation of cosðÞ as a function of y, we can show that cosðÞ is maximum when y ¼ a=2
in which case we have
for p 2 ½2; 5, and hence, ! arccosð1 À 2 À3=5 Þ. It follows that for every point M 2 D p ðA; BÞ we have
Define the function h on the interval ½1; 1Þ as follows: For a value 2 ½1; 1Þ, let M be a point on the boundary of D p ðA; BÞ such that jMAj=jMBj ¼ , and define hðÞ ¼ ffAMB. We first need to show that h is a well-defined function.
Let be a given fixed value in ½1; 1Þ. Let M be a point on the boundary of D p ðA; BÞ and suppose that jMAj ¼ x, jMBj ¼ y, and jABj ¼ a. Then, we have
If we let x=y ¼ and solve for x and y in the equation For 2 ½1; 1Þ, consider a point M on the boundary of D p ðA; BÞ such that jMAj ¼ x, jMBj ¼ y, and ¼ x=y. Note that, by the definition of h, hðÞ ¼ ffAMB. By letting ¼ ffAMB, and by a similar analysis to that in part 4 above, we can study the variation of the function cosðÞ given in (5) as a function of , by replacing y by its value y ¼ a=ð1 þ p Þ 1=p in terms of . We can show that, for 2 ½1; 1Þ, the function cos decreases with , and hence, hðÞ ¼ ¼ ffAMB increases with . Now, let M 1 and M 2 be two points of U satisfying the conditions in part 5 of the lemma. The following proposition on the structural properties of generalized Gabriel graphs is parallel to Proposition 2.2:
and G p the generalized Gabriel graph of U with parameter p. Then, the following are true:
Þ; on the other hand, if AB is an edge in U and there exists a point M 2 U such that ffAMB ! =2, then AB is not an edge in G p .
Proof. The proof of parts 1, 2, and 3 are similar to those for the case of Gabriel graphs, which can be found in the literature (for example, see [17] and [8] BÞ is a closed convex set of points, which is symmetric with respect to AB and which encloses the disk of diameter AB. Unfortunately, a point M 2 U cannot be classified with respect to D p ðA; BÞ solely based on the angle ffAMB as is the case with the disk of diameter AB (i.e., D 2 ðA; BÞ). This leads to a major difference between Gabriel graphs and generalized Gabriel graphs with parameter p > 2. The existence of an edge AB 2 U in the Gabriel graph G of U can be precisely characterized as follows: An edge AB 2 U is in G if and only if there does not exist any point M 2 U such that ffAMB ! =2. In contrast, for the case of generalized Gabriel graphs such good characterization does not exist, as one may have noticed from part 4 of Proposition 3.4. This is mainly due to the fact that Gabriel graphs correspond to generalized Gabriel graphs with parameter value p ¼ 2, and hence, the curve describing the set of points M satisfying jMAj 2 þ jMBj 2 ¼ jABj 2 is a circle, which could be described precisely as the set of points M such that ffAMB ¼ =2 (of course, in addition to the two points A and B). For parameter values p > 2, this is no longer the case. The set of points M satisfying jMAj p þjMBj p ¼jABj p for p > 2 can no longer be precisely described based on the angle ffAMB. Therefore, dealing with generalized Gabriel graphs becomes much more complicated than dealing with Gabriel graphs, and generalized Gabriel graphs do not possess all the good properties of Gabriel graphs.
We close this section by showing how the generalized Gabriel graph of a unit disk graph can be constructed efficiently by a local distributed algorithm. Theorem 3.6. Let U be a unit disk graph on n points and m edges, and let p 2 ½2; 5 be a constant. The generalized Gabriel graph G p of U can be constructed by a local distributed algorithm exchanging OðmÞ messages and with a local processing time of OðÁ lg ÁÞ ¼ Oðn lg nÞ at a point with degree Á.
Proof. Suppose that the parameter p is fixed. We say that a point M 2 U kills an edge XY , or alternatively XY is
As a first step, the algorithm starts by constructing the Gabriel graph G 2 of U. For that, each point A in U does the following. It sorts its neighbors in a nondecreasing order of their polar angles (with respect to itself). Let hA 1 ; . . . ; A k i be the resulting list. Point A also creates a corresponding ordered list of edges L ¼ hAA 1 ; . . . ; AA k i. Note that the edges in L appear in a counterclockwise order around A starting with the edge AA 1 , which has the smallest polar angle.
Point A starts by considering point A 1 . Then, it scans L starting at edge AA 2 removing from L every edge that is killed by A 1 . Then, A does the same going backward starting with edge AA k . The first traversal of L going forward corresponds to a counterclockwise traversal of the edges in L starting at the first edge after AA 1 in L, while the second traversal going backward corresponds to a clockwise traversal of the edges in L starting with the first edge before AA 1 . Each traversal stops when it encounters the first edge that is not killed by A 1 . After that, A considers point A 2 and so on. In general, at step i, A considers point A i and continues its traversals (from where they were left) of the remaining edges in L, both in clockwise and counterclockwise orders, removing from L every edge killed by A i . The process stops when the last vertex A k is considered and processed. After that, point A chooses the endpoints of the remaining edges in L to be its neighbors in G 2 . To prove that the above algorithms are correct, it suffices to show that each point A chooses an edge if and only if it is a Gabriel incident edge. Since A eliminates edges only if they are killed by some neighboring point, no edge eliminated by A can be a Gabriel edge. We show the converse next.
Let AA r be an edge in U that is not a Gabriel edge. We need to show that AA r will be removed from L at a certain point. First note that, by the definition of Gabriel graphs, for any edge in U that is not a Gabriel edge, there must exist a point in U that kills it. Moreover, any point M that kills a Gabriel edge XY must be a common neighbor (in U Therefore, when the algorithm considers the point A i and scans L in a counterclockwise order, every edge in L between AA i and AA r inclusive is killed by A i and will be removed from L.
This shows that the above algorithm constructs the Gabriel graph of U correctly. Scanning the list L of a point A and killing edges takes time OðÁÞ, where Á is the degree of A. This is true since once an edge is removed from L, it will never be reconsidered. So, the amortized time over all the points hA 1 ; . . . ; A k i considered by A is OðÁÞ. Therefore, the time spent by each point is dominated by the sorting phase, which takes OðÁ lg ÁÞ. Now, we describe how the generalized Gabriel graph G p can be constructed for an arbitrary value of the parameter p 2 ½2; 5. First, the Gabriel graph is constructed as described above and each point A keeps a list of the Gabriel edges incident on it, sorted in a counterclockwise order around A. Let this list be hA 1 ; . . . ; A k i. (Note that since G p is a subgraph of G 2 , all the edges in G p are present in G 2 .) Then, point A repeats exactly the same procedure described above, starting with point A 1 , killing consecutive edges both in clockwise and counterclockwise orders around A 1 , until this no longer can be done, then proceeding to point A 2 , and so on. The only difference here is that a point M kills an edge XY if and only if jMXj p þ jMY j p jXY j p .
To show that the algorithm computes the generalized Gabriel graph correctly, we need to show that every edge AA r that is not a generalized Gabriel edge must be removed from L at a certain point. We proceed as above; the only difference here is that each edge in L is a Gabriel edge. Let AA r be a Gabriel edge that is not a generalized Gabriel edge. Then, there is a neighbor of A that kills it. Let A i be a neighbor with the properties described above, namely a neighbor minimizing the smaller of the two angles between AA i and AA r . Let be the angular sector between AA i and AA r , and assume that is counterclockwise. Similar to the above, our task amounts to showing that A i kills every edge within the angular sector . Let AA j be such an edge. Then, A j must be exterior to the triangle 4AA i A r by the choice of A i and the convexity of D p ðA; A r Þ (part 1 of Lemma 3.3). We need to show that A i kills AA j , or equivalently,
From Inequality (7), we know that AA r is the longest edge in the triangle 4AA i A r , and hence, ffA i AA r =2.
Since AA j is a Gabriel edge, by part 4 of Proposition 3.4 (applied with p ¼ 2) we know that ffAA i A j and ffAA r A j are acute. By considering the quadrilateral AA i A j A r , it follows from the above that ffA i A j A r ! =2. By part 4 of Proposition 3.4, A i A r is not an edge in G p and we have
By the choice of A i , A j does not kill AA r and we have
Combining Inequalities (7), (8) , and (9), we derive
and A i kills AA j as claimed. This shows that the algorithm constructs G p correctly. Observe that the information needed by a point to construct its incident edges in G p is local: the point only needs to know its coordinates and the coordinates of its neighbors. Therefore, the above algorithm is a one-local distributed algorithm. Noting that the local time spent by a point in constructing G p from G 2 is dominated by the time spent by the point in constructing G 2 , and that the only messages exchanged by the algorithm are the messages in which points notify their neighbors of their coordinates (and hence, the total number of messages is OðmÞ), the proof is complete. t u
CANONICAL PATHS
We assume in this section that G p is the generalized Gabriel graph of U with parameter p 2 ½2; 5. From part 3 of Proposition 3.4, G p has a stretch factor of 1, but, as in the case with Gabriel graphs, the degree of G p is not bounded. To construct a backbone of U satisfying the desired properties described in Section 1, we will need to bound the degree of every point in G p by having every point in G p choose a bounded number of incident edges, thus constructing a subgraph G 0 of G p in which the degree of every point is bounded. Of course, G 0 will no longer have a stretch factor of 1. In fact, the stretch factor of G 0 cannot be smaller than 1 þ ð2 sin kþ1 Þ p when the degree bound is k, as we will prove in the next section. Thus, the choice of these selected edges from every point has to be done in a careful manner so that the stretch factor is still close to the above lower bound. The proof of the following lemma is exactly the same as that in [ Our goal in this paper is to obtain a bound of 1 þ ð2 sin k Þ p on the stretch factor. By Lemma 4.1, we can achieve this by guaranteeing the following property in G 0 : For any edge CB 2 G p that is not chosen in G 0 , there exists a chosen edge CA in G 0 such that jCAj jCBj and ffBCA 2=k (this condition will be relaxed a little bit, as we will explain in the next section), and such that either AB 2 G 0 or there exists a path between A and B in G 0 whose cost is not higher than jABj p . We will call such a path a canonical path and define it using the notion of a canonical point. Let A and B be two points in U such that AB 2 U but AB 6 2 G p . By the definition of generalized Gabriel graphs, such a point must exist. Proposition 4.3. Let A and B be two points in U such that the edge AB 2 U but AB 6 2 G p , and let M be the canonical point for the pair ðA; BÞ. Then, the following are true:
1. There is no point of U inside the triangle 4AMB. 2. Both MA and MB are edges in U. 3. ffAMB ! 0 , where 0 ¼ arccos ð1 À 2 À3=5 Þ. 4. ffABM < =2 and ffBAM < =2. Proof. This follows inductively from the definition of a canonical path. t u
Let CA and CB be edges in G p such that AB 2 U, and let P AB be the canonical path between A and B. From the definition of P AB , the recursive construction of P AB can be viewed as a sequence of steps À AB ¼ f 1 ; 2 ; . . .g, where step i defines a canonical point M i for a pair of points A i , B i , and the first step defines the canonical point M 0 for the pair A 0 ¼ A and B 0 ¼ B. Let F ðC; A; BÞ be the union of 4CAB and all the triangles defined in À AB , i.e.,
Note that F ðC; A; BÞ is a continuous region in the plane (see Fig. 1 for an illustration). If M is a point on the canonical path, we define the angle at M to be the angle inside the region F ðC; A; BÞ and formed by edges incident to M on the boundary of F ðC; A; BÞ. We have the following proposition on the structure of F ðC; A; BÞ.
Remark 4.7. If the edges CA and CB in the triangle 4ABC are in U, and if ffBCA 2=k, where k ! 10 is an integer constant, then the edge AB is also in U being smaller than the larger edge between CA and CB, which are both in U.
Proposition 4.8. Let CA and CB be edges in G p such that ffBCA ¼ 2=k, where k ! 10 is an integer constant. Then, the following are true (see Fig. 3 for illustration):
1. There are no points of U in the interior of F ðC; A; BÞ. 2. Every edge in G p interior to F ðC; A; BÞ must have C as one of its endpoints. 3. The angles ffCAB and ffCBA are at least =2 À ! =2 À 2=k. 4. Each angle at any canonical path point is at least 0 , where
If there is an edge CM 2 G p inside F ðC; A; BÞ from C to a point M on the canonical path such that CM is not exterior to F ðC; A; BÞ, then the angle at M is at For part 2, note first that if F ðC; A; BÞ contains an edge in G p that does not connect C to a point of the canonical path, then this edge must connect two points P , Q 6 ¼ C that are nonadjacent on the boundary of F ðC; A; BÞ. We will show that this leads to a contradiction.
If the sequence of steps À AB defining the canonical path P AB is empty, then P AB consists of the edge AB and the statement is vacuously true. Suppose now that À AB is nonempty.
Since P Q 2 F ðC; A; BÞ, there must exist a first step in the sequence À AB with a corresponding pair of points ðZ; V Þ whose canonical point is W , and such that P Q intersects triangle 4ZV W . Since ðZ; V Þ is the first pair in this sequence of steps with this property, P Q does not intersect ZV . Therefore, P Q either intersects ZW only, V W only, or both ZW and V W. We will first consider the case when P Q intersects precisely one edge, say V W.
Since W is the canonical point of ðZ; V Þ, by part 1 of Proposition 4.3, no point of G p is inside 4ZW V . By assumption, P Q intersects V W, this forces one endpoint of P Q to be Z. Suppose now that P ¼ Z (see the left side of Fig. 2 for an illustration).
Since P Q 2 G p , by part 4 of Proposition 3.4, we have ffZW Q < =2 and ffZV Q < =2. Since W is the canonical point of ðZ; V Þ, by part 4 of Proposition 4.3, we have ffW ZV < =2. Since the sum of the four angles inside the quadrilateral ZV QW is 2, it follows that ffV QW > =2, and hence, by part 4 of Proposition 3.4, we have
Also, since P Q 2 G p we have
Because P ¼ Z and from Inequalities (10) and (11), we have
On the other hand, since ffZW Q < =2 and ffWZV < =2, the point Q is closer to the line ZV than W , and hence, the area of 4ZQV is smaller than the area of 4ZW V , a contradiction to the minimality of the area of 4ZW V by the definition of a canonical point. Now, let us consider the case when P Q intersects both ZW and V W (see the right side of Fig. 2 ). Since the angles ffW ZV and ffWV Z are acute, both P and Q must be on the same side of ZV ; otherwise, either ffP ZQ or ffP V Q is not acute and P Q = 2 G p . With proper renaming of P and Q, and Z and V , we can assume that the intersection of P Q and ZW is closer to P than Q, and that jP W j ! jW Qj. We leave the verification of this statement to the interested reader.
Similar to the above, we can verify that the areas of 4ZP V and 4ZQV are smaller than that of 4ZW V . We will prove next that either jV P j p þ jZP j p jZV j p or jV Qj p þ jZQj p jZV j p is true and, hence, derive a contradiction to the minimality of the area of 4ZW V . We will first prove that both ffZP W and ffV QW are larger than =2. If ffZQW ! =2, then jZQj < jZW j and because ffV QW > ffZQW , we also have jV Qj < jV Wj. This would imply that jV Qj p þ jZQj p < jV Wj p þ jZW j p < jZV j p , a contradiction to the minimality of the area of 4ZW V . Thus, we derive that ffZQW < =2. We also have ffP WQ < =2 and ffP ZQ < =2 for P Q 2 G p . It follows that ffZP W > =2 because the sum of the four angles inside the quadrilateral ZV QW is 2. Symmetrically, ffV QW > =2, and by part 4 of Proposition 3.4, this implies that
Now, consider the triangles 4P WQ and 4ZW Q. Since ffZP W > =2 and jP Wj ! jW Qj (by assumption), we have jZW j=jWQj ! jP Wj=jWQj ! 1. We also have 0 ffZW Q ffP W Q =2. By part 5 of Lemma 3.3, if jZW j p þ jWQj
contradiction to the fact that P Q 2 G p . Hence,
Combining Inequalities (13) and (14), we have
contradicting the minimality of the area of 4ZW V . This completes the proof of part 2. Part 3 follows from the fact that ffCAB, ffCBA < =2 in the triangle 4ABC (by part 4 of Proposition 3.4 because CA, CB 2 G p ). For part 4, the fact that each angle at a canonical path point is at least 0 follows from the definition of the canonical path by an inductive argument.
To prove part 5, suppose that there is an edge CM 2 G p joining C to a point M on the canonical path between A and B such that CM is not exterior to F ðC; A; BÞ. Since all the boundary edges of F ðC; A; BÞ are edges in G p , and since CM 2 G p , then by the planarity of G p (Proposition 3.4) , the edge CM must lie completely within the face F ðC; A; BÞ. Let N and L be the two neighbors of M on the boundary of F ðC; A; BÞ, and suppose, without loss of generality, that A lies on the path joining C to N on the boundary of F ðC; A; BÞ, and B lies on the path joining C to L. Observe that the line segment joining N to C must lie entirely within F ðC; A; BÞ; otherwise, point A would be interior to the triangle 4CNM contradicting Lemma 4.4-since both edges CM and MN of 4CNM are in G p . (Note that by the planarity of G p , the edges CA and MN of G p do not cross, and hence, if A is not inside 4CNA, then it cannot be inside the angular sector ffNCM.) Similarly, the line segment joining L to C must lie entirely within F ðC; A; BÞ. It follows from this fact that ffLCN . Now, in the triangle 4MNC, we have ffCNM < =2 by Proposition 3.4 (since CM 2 G p ), and hence, ffCMN > =2À. Similarly, we have ffCLM < =2, and ffCML > =2 À . Now, in the quadrilateral CNML,
In order to guarantee that if the edge AB = 2 G 0 (recall that G 0 is the desired backbone, which is a subgraph of G p ), then all the edges on the canonical path between A and B are in G 0 ; we introduce certain structures called sectors to distinguish the edges on the canonical path. Definition 4.9. Let A be a point in U and let k ! 10 be an integer constant. Define an S !2 sector around A to be a maximal sequence of ' ! 2 consecutive edges (called S !2 sector edges) incident on A such that the angle between the first and the last is at least ð' À 1Þ 0 , where 0 ¼ arccosð1 À 2 À3=5 Þ ! 0:389, and the angle between every two consecutive edges in the sequence is at least =2 À 2=k. Define an S 1 sector around A to be a pair of consecutive edges incident on A such that 1) the angle between them is at least =2 À 2=k, 2) one of the edges is strictly shorter than the other, and 3) the shorter edge (called an S 1 sector edge) does not belong to any S !2 sector. If an edge is an S !2 sector edge or an S 1 sector edge, we call it a sector edge.
The following lemma guarantees that edges on canonical paths are sector edges for both their endpoints: Lemma 4.10. Let CA and CB be edges in G p such that ffBCA , where ¼ 2=k and k ! 10 is an integer constant. Then, each edge WV on the canonical path P AB between A and B is a sector edge for both W and V .
Proof. Consider an arbitrary edge WV on the canonical path between A and B. We will show that WV is either an S !2 sector edge or an S 1 sector edge of W . By symmetry, the same proof will carry for V . We distinguish the following cases. CW is an edge in G p . By part 5 of Proposition 4.8, the angle at W is at least À 2=k, and ffCW V , ffCW V 0 ! =2 À 2=k. This shows that the consecutive edges WV , WC, and WV 0 are part of an S !2 sector, and hence, WV is an S !2 sector edge around W . t u Fig. 3 illustrates an example of a canonical path between A and B, and the S 1 and S !2 sectors on this path. Let us d e n o t e t h i s c a n o n i c a l p a t h f r o m A t o B b y ðA ¼ M 0 ; M 1 ; M 2 ; M 3 ; M 4 ; M 5 ¼ BÞ. Assuming that the conditions in the statement of Lemma 4.10 are true (namely that CA and CB are in G p , ffBCA , where ¼ 2=k and k ! 10), then by Lemma 4.10 it follows that hAC; AM 1 i and hBC; BM 4 i are S 1 sectors, and that
Bi are all S !2 sectors. Therefore, each edge on this path is a sector edge for both its endpoints.
THE ALGORITHM
The algorithm constructs a bounded degree planar power spanner of degree bounded by k and a stretch factor bounded by 1 þ ð2 sinð=kÞÞ p , for parameter values k ! 10 and p 2 ½2; 5. We assume that the integer parameter k ! 10 and the power constant p 2 ½2; 5 are given. Proof. Part 1: Consider an arbitrary point A and the edges incident to it in G 0 . By the Edge_Selection algorithm, each edge incident to A in G 0 must be selected by both of its endpoints and, in particular, must be selected by A. To prove that the degree of A in G 0 is bounded by k, it suffices to show that A selects no more than k incident edges.
The proof is based on a mapping that maps each edge selected by A to an angular sector around A. We require that different edges be mapped to different disjoint sectors (i.e., nonoverlapping sectors). We say that an edge AB covers an angle of measure , denoted by ðABÞ ¼ , if it is mapped to an angular sector of measure . Because the sectors are disjoint, the sum of the angles covered by the edges selected by A is at most 2.
Note that A selects three types of edges: the edges selected by A in step 1 of the algorithm, which are the S !2 sector edges; the edges selected in step 2 of the algorithm, which are the S 1 sector edges; and those edges selected in step 5 of the algorithm, which will be referred to as the cone edges.
If A selects only cone edges and no sector edges, then the number of cones around A is at most d2=ð2=kÞe ¼ k, and hence, A selects at most k edges. Therefore, we can assume that A selects at least one sector edge.
An S !2 sector consists of a maximal sequence of ' ! 2 consecutive S !2 sector edges such that the angle between the first and the last is at least ð' À 1Þ 0 , and the angle between any two consecutive edges in this sequence is at least =2 À 2=k. We divide the angular sector of size ð' À 1Þ 0 into ' equal parts and map each S !2 sector edge to one part. Thus, each S !2 sector edge is mapped to an angle of at least ð'À1Þ 0 =' ! arccosð1À2 À3=5 Þ=2 ! 0:194. Moreover, since the S !2 sectors do not share edges, it is clear that the area mapped to by any S !2 sector edge does not overlap with the area mapped to by another distinct S !2 sector edge, regardless of whether the two edges are part of the same S !2 sector or not.
We map each S 1 sector edge to an area starting from the S 1 sector edge and spanning an angle of 2=k.
This completes our mapping for the sector edges. Before we map the cone edges, we create an area around sectors called a "buffer area" as follows:
By Proposition 5.1, each sector edge covers an additional angle of apx ¼ =k. Each such angle forms a buffer area. In addition, since an S 1 sector spans an angle of =2 À 2=k, we also designate the difference between the sector angle and the area that the sector edge is mapped to as a buffer area. This buffer area measures at least =2 À 2=k À 2=k ! =2 À 4=k ! =k for k ! 10. Now, each sector (S 1 or S !2 ) has two buffer areas, each measuring at least =k, surrounding the sector on either side. Note that the buffer areas for different sectors may overlap. Now, to map the selected cone edges, consider a maximal sequence S c of ' 0 ! 1 consecutive cone edges. The angle spanned by the cones corresponding to S c (including the possible gaps between them) is at least 2ð' 0 À 1Þ=k because each cone in the sequence covers an angle of 2=k, except (possibly) for the last one. Since A selects at least one sector edge, there are S !2 or S 1 sectors at both ends of S c , and hence, there are buffer areas at both ends of S c . Therefore, the angle covered by S c plus these buffer areas measures at least 2ð' 0 À 1Þ=k þ 2=k ¼ 2' 0 =k. Moreover, this area is disjoint from all the angular sectors that have been mapped to by the sector edges. Now, we evenly divide this area into ' 0 cone edges, each cone edge covers an angle of at least ð2' 0 =kÞ=' 0 ¼ 2=k. Note that the areas that different maximal sequences of selected cone edges are mapped to are disjoint.
This completes the mapping of all the selected edges. Now, ðABÞ, the measure of an angle covered by a selected edge AB, is bounded by ðABÞ ! 0:194; when AB is an S !2 sector edge; 2=k;
when AB is an S 1 sector edge; 2=k;
when AB is a cone edge:
Noting that all these areas are mutually disjoint, and that the area around point A measures 2, it follows that the number of edges selected by A is at most b2= minð Þc k, when k ! 10. This completes the proof of part 1.
Part 2: If CB 2 G p is not in G 0 , then either C or B did not select CB. Without loss of generality, assume C did not select CB. Then, CB must have been removed by C in either step 3 or step 5 of the Edge_Selection algorithm.
If CB is removed by C in step 3, then there exists an edge CA 2 G p such that C selects CA and ffBCA apx ¼ =k. Next, we will show that CA is an S !2 sector edge around A and hence will also be selected by A. First, note that the angle ffCBA < =2 by part 4 of Proposition 3.4. Since ffBCA =k, ffCAB! =2À=k ! 2=5 ! 0 . By Lemma 4.4, there is no point inside the triangle 4ABC. Hence, the angle between CA and a consecutive edge around A is at least 0 . This implies that AC belongs to an S !2 sector of A and will be selected by A. Since CA is selected by both of its endpoints, CA 2 G 0 . On the other hand, if CB is removed by C in step 5, then there exists an edge CA 2 G p such that CA is a cone edge selected by C, and hence, jCAj jCBj and ffBCA 2=k. Therefore, ffCAB ! ð À 2=kÞ=2 ! 2=5. By the same argument as above, CA will also be selected by A and, hence, is present in G 0 . This proves the first half of part 2. spanner G 0 upon the deletion of A, we reapply the algorithm Edge_selection to H p , but only to points in NðAÞ, to determine for each point its new set of selected edges for the new power spanner. Then, each point in NðAÞ exchanges messages with its neighbors in U 0 to agree on the common selected edges.
We conclude that the topological change in the power spanner upon the deletion of a point from U is local and affects points that are only within two hops from the deleted point. The case is similar when a new point is inserted into U. We have the following theorem. Theorem 6.3. Let U be a unit disk graph, G p its generalized Gabriel graph, and G 0 its power spanner constructed by the algorithm Edge_Selection. If U 0 is the unit disk graph resulting from the insertion (respectively, deletion) of a point A in (respectively, from) U, and if H p is the generalized Gabriel graph of U 0 , then the power spanner of U 0 can be computed from G 0 by applying the algorithm Edge_Selection to points in H p that are within two hops from A in U.
The above theorem shows that the algorithm Edge_Selection is highly robust to topological change.
We also illustrate the robustness of the algorithm empirically. Fig. 6 illustrates the changes incurred upon the insertion of a new point. The figure on the left shows a power spanner computed by the algorithm and a newly inserted point in red color. The figure on the right shows the edges that will be added in red color and those that will be deleted in blue dashed color. The changes are restricted to the two-hop vicinity of the inserted point.
EXPERIMENTS AND DISCUSSIONS
We have shown that theoretically, our algorithm computes a power spanner whose stretch factor and maximum degree combination is better than what can be obtained using previous algorithms. In order to understand how our algorithm compares to the previous ones empirically, we performed experiments in which we compared power spanners obtained by three different algorithms: SYaoGG and OrdYaoGG from [5] , and KPX from the present paper.
In our experiments, we placed n nodes on a 1,500 Â 1,500 grid, uniformly at random, and we set the transmission range of each node to 600. We then ran two sets of simulations.
In the first set, we used n ¼ 30; 60; 90; . . . ; 270; 300, power exponents 2 and 4, and values of k ¼ 10, 12, 14, 16. For each simulation, we fixed values of n, power, and k, and we ran all three algorithms on 100 different, randomly generated graphs of size n.
For power exponent 2, our experiments did not show significant differences between the performance of our algorithm and that of the other two. This is understandable because the full strength of the techniques in our algorithm (KPX)-such as the notion of generalized Gabriel graphs for example-comes out when the power exponent is greater than 2. This is confirmed by our experiments when we set the power exponent to 4. As can be seen from the top two graphs in Fig. 7 , the average stretch factor and the average maximum degree obtained by the algorithm KPX-over the 100 graphs-are both substantially smaller than those obtained by the other two algorithms. The same is true for the maximum stretch factor and the maximum degree-over the 100 graphs-as shown in the bottom two graphs of Fig. 7 . The graphs in Fig. 7 correspond to our simulations when k ¼ 10, but similar behavior holds for larger k.
In the second set of simulations, we investigated the relationship between the input k, the actual maximum degree, and the stretch factor obtained by the three algorithms. For that purpose, we used n ¼ 300, power exponent 4, and values of k ¼ 10; 11; . . . ; 16. We ran all three algorithms on 500 different randomly generated graphs and recorded the stretch factor and the maximum degree of the obtained spanners.
In Fig. 8 , we show the maximum stretch factor obtained by each algorithm-over the 500 input graphs-for each value of k. We also plot the theoretical upper bound ð1 þ ð2 sin k Þ 4 Þ on the stretch factor of our algorithm. The maximum stretch factor returned by our algorithm is almost always substantially below the theoretical upper bound, which suggests that our algorithm will in practice do even better than what the theoretical upper bound suggests. Our algorithm also does better than OrdYaoGG and SYaoGG. While the algorithm OrdYaoGG obtains stretch factors that approach the ones obtained by our algorithm, it is important to remember that algorithm OrdYaoGG is not local. When the three algorithms are run with a specific input value k, they are guaranteed to return a spanner of maximum degree k. In our experiments, and as can be seen in Fig. 7 , however, the actual maximum degree of the obtained spanner is always less than the input bound k. We use Table 2 to analyze the actual maximum degrees and stretch factors obtained by the three algorithms. In it, we show the number of spanners obtained-in our simulations over 500 random input graphs-with given maximum degree and stretch factor range. Note that for more than half of the graphs, algorithm SYaoGG constructs spanners with degree 7 or more and stretch factor 1.1 or more. The algorithm OrdYaoGG improves on the stretch factor but not on the degree bound. Our local distributed algorithm amazingly computes spanners with maximum degree 5 and stretch factor 1 more than 85 percent of the time! It is clear for both sets of simulations that algorithm KPX is superior both theoretically and experimentally. Fig. 7 . The average maximum degree, the average stretch factor, the maximum node degree, and the maximum stretch factor.
